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Better for you.  Better for the planet.

       We believe nutrient rich, plant-based organic ingredients
       are a healthier way to "feed" your skin

       Sourcing ingredients from certified organic farmers also
       reduces your exposure to synthetic pesticides and
       chemical herbicides

       Focusing on the use of renewable resources and
       conservation of soil and water, organic farmers
               
                Protect wildlife + promote biodiversity; 
                
                Use integrated pest management; and
                
                Work to improve and maintain native ecosystems
                for future generations

ingredients

Why organic?

sourcing responsibly



All ingredients other than clay and salt are certified USDA
organic.  Because organic standards pertain to how farmers
cultivate products there are not organic standards for things
naturally occurring, such as clay, salt and water.

Coconut oil is the only ingredient we use with Fair Trade
standards, so our certified organic Coconut Oil is also Fair
Trade certified to ensure fair treatment of individuals and
communities involved in harvesting and production.

All products are manufactured in our Long Beach, CA based
USDA organic certified processing facility.  

ingredients

Where we are

sourcing responsibly

Where We're going 
     We will continue sourcing and producing USDA organic
     skincare products

     We will seek 3rd party certification to ensure our clay and
     salt are responsibly sourced

     We will conduct an annual review of all ingredients to stay
     up to date on Fair Trade standards 



Water-free, concentrated formulations deliver more uses per
package (for reference, lotions typically contain 70% water!).

Our liquid products (serums, body oils, toner) are all packaged
in glass bottles with plastic lids.  Our dry blends (facial mask,
infused salt) are packaged in paperboard bottles with plastic
lids.  Glow On and Dream Team bottles additionally come in
paper boxes to meet FDA labeling requirements.  

The labels for our products are all BOPP, a plastic based
material for water resistence.

packaging

Where we are

reduce + recycle

Where We're going 
We are actively exploring ways to remove all plastic from our
packaging.  Our goals include:

       Identify and adopt a sustainable, yet water resistant, label
       alternative to BOPP

       Identify and adopt functional alternative to plastic lids



All products are packed and shipped from our Long Beach
headquarters using paper boxes, paper void fill and 100%
recycled padded paper mailing envelopes.

shipping

Where we are

carbon neutral strategy 

Where We're going 
Our goal is to not only become carbon neutral, but also partner
with organizations that can offer our customers additional ways
to make a positive impact on the environment.

       Complete a carbon footprint analysis for Paraguas Beauty, 
       and develop a plan for becoming carbon neutral
              
       Partner with a 3rd party to purchase carbon-offsets for 
       carbon neutral shipping

       Identify a party to add environmental and social benefits 
       to the shopping cart, such as "Plant a Tree with Purchase"

       Identify and adopt a sustainable alternative to packaging 
       tape, and increase the % of PCR paper for shipping boxes



771 million people — 1 in 10 — lack access to safe water. Every
year, nearly 1 million people die from water, sanitation and
hygiene-related diseases.  Every two minutes a child dies from
a water and sanitation-related disease.  

Women and children bear the primary responsibility for water
collection: every day they spend 200 million hours collecting
water. This is time spent not working, caring for family
members, or attending school. 

We believe that by empowering women and children with
access to safe water and sanitation, we can create a brighter
future for everyone.

Since Paraguas Beauty was founded in 2017, we've contributed
at least 5% of profits to non-profit organizations committed to
improving clean water access.  

social impact

Where we are

empowering women with safe water

Where We're going 
We remain committed to supporting organizations that help

make this basic human right a reality.  


